Indian Institute of Finance

THE INSTITUTE

Indian Institute of Finance (IIF) founded in 1987 as a non-profit autonomous educational institution, to promote education and research in finance, has made distinguished scholarly contributions which have been acclaimed nationally and internationally.

IIF is unique and the only organization of its kind in India.

MISSION

To be a centre of excellence, a base for scholarship, high quality professional education, research, training and consultancy.

To contribute to the process of nation building by developing necessary human resources with highly specialised financial skills and thorough research.

To help increase the global competitiveness of Indian Industry and India by providing the international financial perspective and database.

IIF PHILOSOPHY

IIF holds highest respect for law, believes in self regulation and market recognition.

To foster creativity, innovativeness, analytical ability through total personality development, with an appropriate blend of Indian ethos and Western philosophy of management.

To foster a sense of hard work, commitment, devotion, discipline and nationalism.

To foster management practice through experiential learning with an appropriate blend of theory & practice.

To reap the fruits of first rate education and to meet the challenges of exciting years that lie ahead.